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CON T E N T S

It is with great pleasure to welcome you to our new re‐

lease of the news magazine from YOTAVIS! It’s not only

the layout which has changed, but also this issue is crea‐

ted from our new office location at the Switzerland Inno‐

vation Park in Biel/Bienne (SIPBB). We at YOTAVIS are

very excited to be in this place of innovation, where the

goal is to ‘connect great minds’ - a concept which we

fully support and we put a lot of enthusiams in our daily

work. The technical evolutions in the field of communica‐

tion are very dynamic and have been characterised for

years by enormous performance increases and versatile

applications - and we are only at the beginning of promi‐

sing new developments! Sophisticated technologies such

as 5G, IoT, CV2X, Ethernet 400G, WLAN 802.11ax and

fiber optics as well as Artificial Intelligence (AI) multiply the

available opportunities and generate spectacular connec‐

tivity results. We really look forward to meeting you hope‐

fully soon at the SIPBB and we have some creative ideas

ahead - stay tuned for news and keep on believing!

Stefan Junker

CEO

ED I T OR I A L
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SIGLENT TECHNOLOGIES started in 2002 with the
development of their first oscilloscope. Now, the
portfolio has rapidly expanded to cover many areas
of general-purpose test instrumentation, including
oscilloscopes, signal and function generators,
digital multimeters, lab power supplies, electronic
DC-Loads, spectrum analyzers, VNAs, and RF-
signal generators.
With the Performance Series “A-Line” introduced in
2021, Siglent is advancing their technical solutions
to address some of the most demanding
applications. Today SIGLENT TECHNOLOGIES is a
global leader producing electronic test and
measurement equipment that combines innovative
features and functionality with a strong
commitment to quality and performance. SIGLENT
is ISO 9001:2000 and ISO 14001:2004 certified for
its product quality and environmental management
programs.

Siglent Technologies Germany GmbH
www.siglenteu.com

bitrary curves from text or CSV files.
In sequence mode, users can se‐
quence up-to 1024 waveform seg‐
ments for more complex waveform
creation.

The maximum output voltage is up to
12 Vpp into a 50 Ohm external load
and when sourcing signals into a
high-impedance environment, up to
24 Vpp is possible. This output range
decreases the need for external am‐
plification and features one of the hig‐
hest voltages in its class. Outputs
can be configured as single-ended or
differential. The SDG7 also features
robust modulation options, including
FM, AM, PM, as well as optional digi‐
tal IQ modulation. This means that
baseband I and Q signals as well as
HF-modulated signals with a carrier
frequency of up to 1 GHz and a sym‐
bol rate of up to 500 MS/s can be
generated. The generator supports
sourcing up-to 16 digital signals with
modules dedicated to either TTL or
LVDS bus types. The maximum
achievable data rate is 1 Gbps.

To make configuration easier, a well-
thought-out user interface is at the
center of the SDG7000A Series ope‐
ration. All settings can quickly be ac‐
cessed from the graphically structu‐
red main menu. It can be operated
directly on the 5-inch touch display
or alternatively with a USBmouse. As
with many Siglent devices, a web ser‐
ver is also embedded in the SD‐
G7000A. The web server eliminates
the need to install additional PC con‐
trol software for remote control of the
generator. Simply connect the gene‐
rator to a LAN, open up a browser on

your computer, enter the generator
IP address, and control the instru‐
ment.

Contact the YOTAVIS team and office
today to learn more about this pow‐
erful new generator series.

SIGLENT PRESENTS ITS MOST
POWERFUL ARBITRARY
FUNCTION GENERATOR

SERIES TO DATE

Function and arbitrary signal
generators are a critical part of
an electronics laboratory where
a flexible source can easily
simulate sensor outputs,
communications, and other
complex signals. The SIGLENT
SDG7000A series combines
excellent output performance
and high flexibility. This makes
the series ideal for use in the
development of embedded
electronics.

SIGLENT Technologies introduces
the next instrument in its Perfor‐
mance Series. The new two-channel
arbitrary function generator is offered
in three bandwidths: 350 MHz, 500
MHz, and 1 GHz. The two indepen‐
dent channels can be combined via
menu control to simulate interference
on the main signal or to easily gene‐

rate complex modulated signals. In
addition to standard waveforms such
as sine, square, triangle, and pulse,
the generators in the series can out‐
put Gaussian noise with the device-
specific bandwidth or with limited
bandwidth. It is also possible to add
noise to the main signal by setting it
on the menu, which can ease recei‐
ver testing. Random Bit Sequence
(PRBS) generation is also a standard
feature.

All devices are equipped with 512
MPt memory for creating custom si‐
gnals. Using Siglent's TrueArb tech‐
nology, waveform fidelity is guaran‐
teed with point-by-point output at up
to 2.5 GS/s sample rate with minimal
jitter. User-defined signals can be ge‐
nerated with Siglent EasyWave soft‐
ware or directly on the device display.
In addition, it is possible to import ar‐
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Radar systems require clean
and precise signals in

microwave frequencies

timesaving, enhancing convenience,
and increasing instrument availability.
An Anritsu CW USB power sensor is
required for onsite level calibration.
An internal GNSS/GPS atomic clock
receiver or ultra-stability rubidium
time base option is required for onsi‐
te frequency calibration.

The Rubidium’s AM, FM/PM, and
pulse modulation capabilities enables
a wide range of complex analog mo‐
dulated signals. An internal low fre‐
quency generator can generate se‐
ven different waveform types to
modulate the carrier.

Additionally, simultaneous modulati‐
on of AM/FM, AM/PM, or FM/Pulse
is possible to generate complex mo‐
dulation waveforms such as chirps.
Broad signal simulation capabilities
are built into the signal generator for
pulsed radar testing.

The Rubidium signal generator can
be used in a variety of applications. It
is ideal for applications which require
low phase noise such as testing ra‐
dar subsystems, up/down conver‐
ters, or high-speed ADCs/DACs.

The signal generator is well suited for
conducting nonlinear measurements
without additional filters because of

the exceptionally low harmonic, sub‐
harmonic, and non-harmonic perfor‐
mance at standard and high output
power levels. They can be used for a
variety of interference measure‐
ments, as a signal source to test de‐
vices and systems, and as a frequen‐
cy reference in calibration and
metrology labs.

industry. Coupled with best-in-class
harmonic and spurious performance,
the Rubidium signal generator ena‐
bles customers to make measure‐
ments with better accuracy.

The Rubidium offers an order of ma‐
gnitude with better frequency stability
compared to other signal generators
that use an OCXO based reference.
This exceptional frequency stability is
achieved either by an optional inter‐
nal Rubidium reference or by locking
the signal generator’s time base to a
1 PPS reference from an optional in‐
ternal GNSS/GPS atomic clock re‐
ceiver.

The signal generator features built-in,
on-site frequency, and level calibrati‐
on that is easily accessible with the
touch of a button on the GUI inter‐
face. This feature ensures customer
level, accurate frequency desired,

Coupled with built-in, easy-to-use,
at-location frequency and power ca‐
libration capability, Rubidium offers
exceptional overall utility and long-
term value in a broad range of com‐
mercial and military/aerospace mea‐
surement applications.

Signal purity is critical to a wide range
of measurement applications ranging
from radar testing to testing of ADCs
and DACs. The Rubidium signal ge‐
nerator offers groundbreaking low
single sideband (SSB) phase noise of
-136 dBc/Hz (typical) and -140 dB‐
c/Hz (measured) at 10 GHz and 10
kHz offset that is unmatched in the

The new Rubidium signal generator family
from ANRITSU delivers outstanding signal
purity and frequency stability, even at high
output power levels, across a broad
frequency range of 9 kHz to 43.5 GHz.

Rubidium delivers unmatched signal quality,
frequency stability and exceptional utility

EXTREME SIGNAL PURITY

Wide range of applications

Non-linear measurements
•Single tone distortion – P1dB compression point
•Two tone intermodulation – IP2, IP3
•In band and out of band interference (C/I,

Blocking)

Devices and Systems characterization
•Pulse modulated signal source to test Radar

systems
•As pure CW source for LO substitution in testing

of transceiver chains
•Clock and CW source for testing Gbit data

converters (ADCs and DACs)

Swept linear measurements
•As additional source/s synchronized with vector

analyzer
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Combining high RF performance with
supporting versatile PC software, the
MS27201A series delivers a unique
package for long-term monitoring in
a variety of commercial and regulato‐
ry environments.

The MS27201A series includes 9
GHz and 20 GHz remote spectrum
monitors, in addition to the 43.5 GHz
model. A wide 110 MHz measure‐
ment bandwidth to support common
satellite downlink spans comple‐
ments the 43.5 GHz model. With a
displayed average noise level (DANL)
of -164 dBm and a third-order inter‐
cept point (TOI) of typically +20 dBm,
all the remote spectrum monitors as‐
sure accurate signal detection and
measurement integrity.

A standard PC GUI with the familiar
Anritsu spectrum analyzer interface
allows users to control multiple in‐
struments and view current spectrum
from a single location. As an alterna‐
tive, Anritsu can have the remote
spectrum monitors interface with the
MX280001A Vision software. Com‐
mon trace capture and data storage
applications are included in Vision
software, eliminating the need for
users to develop custom software.

Anritsu also supplies an IQ capture
feature that allows users to conduct
detailed off-line post-processing on
signals of interest. Optional LTE and
5G demodulation software further
expand monitoring capability, as
does VSA software that allows mo‐
dulation quality measurements to be
made on narrowband signals in
accordance with industry standards.

The MS27201A series ensure relia‐
ble, 24/7 continuous spectrummoni‐
toring over a wide geographic area.
A built-in watchdog timer resets the
instrument in the event of a software
interruption. Should a power disrup‐
tion occur, the instrument will resume
immediate operation with no user in‐
tervention required.

Anritsu introduces the MS27201A Remote
Spectrum Monitor series that includes the
industry’s first remote spectrum monitor
that covers 43.5 GHz to support new

satellite downlink bands.

SIGNALS
FROM SPACE
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Automatically identify test locations with easy-to-usegrid
creation tools that rotate to fityourfloorplans.

Planning tool integration enables you toeasily import floor
plans andexport test data.

POLICE FIRE

EMS BUSINESS CRITICAL
/LIFE SAFETY

CELLULAR WiFi

Tapto test noise channels, radio
channels, bandsand technologies

View pass/fail
results in real time

Automated,
objective
signal quality
measurements

LMR (P25,DMR,TETRA,etc.)

WiFi

LTE/FirstNet

Incorporate
Delivered Audio
Quality (DAQ)
and uplink
measurements
for automated
reporting

Planning Tool SeeHawk®Touch

Measurement Data

Floorplans,Design

Estimated DAQ3.4Equivalents*

PREPARE1 2 MEASURE

Replace manualprocesses andensure critical communicationsradiocoverage with the
PCTEL®Public Safety Network TestingSolution. Ourstreamlined grid-basedtesting toolmakes it
easy tomeetorenforce local buildingcodes forEmergency Radio ResponderCoverage (ERRC).
The simple pass/failgradingsystemis also a greatway toensure coverage forcellular,WiFi, life
safety,and business critical radionetworks.

AutomatedTestingSaves Time& Money
PREPARE. MEASURE. REPORT.IT̓S THATEASY.

Execute tests andgradebythresholdCreate gridsandset uptests
• Import a floorplan
• Add grids per floor
• Identify test locations and critical test points
• Select frequencies
• Configurepass/fail criteria

*Source:Projected Channel Performance Criterion (CPC) fromTIA TelecommunicationsSystem Bulletin 88.1-E(November2018),“Wireless CommunicationSystems Performance in Noise and Interference-Limited
Situations Part 1:Recommended Methods for Technology-IndependentNarrowbandPerformance Modeling.”

Radio Type BER (%) SINR (dB)

AnalogFM LMR
+/-2.5kHz(12.5 kHz) N/A 26

AnalogFM LMR
+/-4kHz(25 kHz) N/A 22

P25C4FM (IMBE)
wide IF (12.5kHz) 2 16.2

P25C4FM (IMBE)
narrow IF (12.5kHz) 2 17.7

P25C4FM (VSELP)
(12.5kHz) 1.4 19

P25CQPSK (IMBE)
LSM 9.6kb/s(12.5kHz) 2 17

P25CQPSK (IMBE)
WCQSK 9.6kb/s
(12.5kHz)

2 16.8

P25H-DQPSK (12 kb/s),
(AMBE+2) DL 2.4 16.4

P25 H-CPM (12 kb/s),
(AMBE+2)UL 2.6 18.7

DMR 2-slot(AMBE+2)
(12.5kHz) 2 15.6

TETRA:Contact radiomanufactureras
sensitivity varies by deployment configuration.

Enterprises use them to verify their in-building critical communi‐
cations and meet their own business critical coverage require‐
ments.

And public safety agencies rely on PCTEL’s innovative solutions
to ensure they can continue to serve their communities in even
the most demanding situations.

PCTEL scanning receivers are precision network testing tools.
Designed for drive testing, walk testing, troubleshooting, and
monitoring of cellular, WiFi, IoT, and critical communications net‐
works worldwide, they provide the insights you need to improve
coverage and quality of service throughout the wireless network
lifecycle.

Gain visibility and insight into
your wireless network with real-
world data and easy-to-use
testing solutions.

PCTEL’s network testing solutions
deliver the real-world data you need
to plan, deploy and optimize wireless
networks.

Network providers depend on them
to roll out 5G technologies and deli‐
ver high-quality coverage for their cu‐
stomers.

Verify and document critical communications coverage
With this automated grid-based testing and reporting tool, you
can ensure public safety and private radio coverage while redu‐
cing or even eliminating time-consuming manual processes.
Meet and enforce local building codes for Emergency Radio
Responder Coverage (ERRC). Create grids and set up tests.
Measure and grade by threshold. And auto-generate real time
results and submittable reports with one tap. Kits include our
tablet-based SeeHawk® Touch software, lightweight IBflex®
scanning receiver, and accessories for in-building or outdoor tes‐
ting.

Grid Test Features
Simultaneous testing – automatically test multiple public safety,
cellular, WiFi and private radio frequencies with one tap
Automated reports – pass-fail grading to comply with NFPA, IFC,
and local codes
Commissioning – automatically incorporate equipment room
tests into reports
Signal quality – fast, accurate, repeatable measurements for P25,
DMR, TETRA, LTE/FirstNet and UMTS
Cloud reporting and automation – bring your test data and work‐
flows to the cloud with SeeHawk™ Central

Additional Features
Indoor walk testing – detailed data for network design, baseline
testing and optimization
Spectrum analysis mode – troubleshooting and equipment room
testing, right on your tablet
Antenna verification tool (optional) – fast troubleshooting for DAS
and small cell commissioning
Outdoor mode (optional) – drive and walk testing for cellular and
LMR networks with automatic GPS mapping

The signal scanner IBflex from PCTEL allow coverage
measurement for critical public safety signals

QUALITY FOR SAFETY
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The KIKUSUI Tester TOS9300 is now also
able to measure Partial Discharge (PD) at
the same time as AC and DC high voltage
tests

Method of Partial Discharge
(PD) testing is fully integrated

The tester applies the test voltage
(U1) to measure the voltage change
(ΔV) across the test sample (Ca) with
the measuring impedance (Zm), then
measures the electric charge (Q in
coulomb).

When the test voltage (Ut) is applied
on the test sample (Ca), the voltage
change (ΔV) can be calculated as fol‐
lows:

ΔV = Q/Ca

Difference between AC or DC
high voltage tests and Partial
Discharge is important

In many cases, the test samples pas‐
sed the withstand voltage test, but
the potential insulation defects were
detected in the partial discharge test.

If your products seem to have dielec‐
tric strength issues soon after re-
leased into the market, the partial
discharge testing is one of the effec‐
tive method to detect potential insu‐
lation defects that other testing can‐
not - check also our video!

What is a partial dischsrge test?

Partial discharge is a localized electri‐
cal discharge in insulating materials.
It does not completely bridge the
space between two electrodes.

The withstand voltage tester detects
the electric discharge which totally
bridges the insulation by monitoring
the current increase.

Partial discharge voltage conceptual
diagram of current characteristics
The partial discharge tester detects
the partial discharge caused by inter‐
nal voids or cracks in insulation,
which is suitable for the partial
discharge inspection.

Test exmple: cover glass

The sample below shows the measu‐
rement of a glas sample, with insula‐
tion brakdown occurred on the surfa‐
ve. The value of the electric charge Q
(in coulomb) is out of specification.

What is a withstand voltage test
and insulation resistance test?

Withstand voltage test is a test to ve‐
rify whether electrical devices (DUTs)
have no insulation breakdown by ap‐
plying high voltage and monitoring
current.

Insulation resistance test is a test ba‐
sed on Ohms law. The IR test calcu‐
lates the resistance by applying DC
voltage on DUTs and monitoring cur‐
rent to verify whether they have suffi‐
cient insulation resistance and deter‐
mine the insulation failure.
Both tests are normally performed at
the final phase of determining the in‐
sulation performance of electrical de‐
vices.

However, these tests cannot fully
evaluate a failure of part of an insula‐
tion such as void insulation, insulati‐
on cracks, unstable insulation or in‐
sulation deterioration.

Pass or fail of the withstand
voltage test

The withstand voltage test is done by
applying a test voltage on DUTs to
measure how much current flows
through the insulator. If the insulator
allows a current to flow and it ex‐
ceeds a certain level, it is regarded as
an insulation breakdown and the test
fails. Corona (or partial) discharge or
electric flashover is not regarded as
the insulation breakdown, so the test
passes with them.

Dielectric breakdown is caused by the
failure of an insulating material.

If the electric field becomes high to exceed
the breakdown voltage, the current
suddenly flows through the electrical
insulator. This results in the insulator
becoming electrically conductive.

Electrical safety testing is critically important to
protect users from electrical shock hazard

DANGEROUS DISCHARGE
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Ed qui nus, el im vendaectores ut facillite
maio et exceperuptis quossequo

molessum voluptum quam, cum fuga.

As a private non-profit organization,
Switzerland Innovation Park Biel/Bi‐
enne is a place of innovation where
people conduct industry-related and
applied research and development
and is part of the national and inter‐
national network of the Switzerland
Innovation Foundation.

We see many strategic synergies in
joining the SIPBB and the possibility
of networking with technologists,
which opens up innovative concepts
and opportunities through the pow‐
erful possibilities of technical commu‐
nication. We want to support the
creative collaboration with practical
contributions and are committed to a
know-how transfer within and around
the SIPBB.

Measurement and testing technology
form the basis for secure, reliable
and high-quality technical communi‐
cation. With passion and motivation
we focus on a successful future and
will pasionally create innovative ideas
for a connected mindful world.

YOTAVIS is now
located in the brand
new building in Biel/
Bienne

minds at SIPBB
Connecting great
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The ANRITSU
MW82119B in tough
environments conditions
in Swiss tunnels

partner of blue light organisations, security services, public clients
as well as many other customers. The diverse and reliable com‐
munication technology is used where high availability, smooth
operation and efficiency are essential. As a manufacturer-inde‐
pendent provider, we can respond to the requirements and wis‐
hes of our customers thanks to the extensive expertise of their
highly trained staff.

RHÄTICOM offers and develops suitable products, services and
solutions for all applications in wireless communication.

RHÄTICOM would like to get to know your specific communica‐
tion requirements. Contact their team without obligation and see
their website at www.rhaeticom.ch.

Founded in 1974, RHÄTICOM is
today considered the Swiss
expert in communication,
alerting and security solutions.
With its headquarters in
Celerina and branches in Chur,
Dietikon, St. Gallen, Kriens and
Burgdorf, the company exploits
synergies and strengthens its
regional roots.

The company RHÄTICOM as a holi‐
stic and reliable solution provider
stands in a responsible position as a

In order to ensure safe and reliable radio operation under the
given spatial conditions, a qualified assessment of radio propa‐
gation is necessary in the planning as well as optimisation of
complex radio networks. With the help of coverage and quality
measurements, coverage ranges and signal quality can be mea‐
sured in an analogue and digital network (DMR), as well as other
mobile technologies such as 3G, 4G or 5G. This enables the team
at RHÄTICOM to determine an optimal positioning of antenna
sites. Measurements are recommended when planning a radio
network or a fixed station, when optimising a radio network or
also for the annual check.

The team of RHÄTICOM is also responsible for the control of the
tunnel installations in many large Swiss railway and motorway
tunnels. With the ANRITSU PIM Master MW82119B, a large
number of repeater stations have been checked and thousands
of measurements have already been carried out in the past years.
Each measurement includes an analysis of the return loss (adap‐
tation of the cable and the antennas), a static and dynamic PIM
measurement (IM3) as well as an analysis of the distance-to-PIM
in case of an increased PIM value.

The company RHÄTICOM is specialised in the the supply and
quality measurements of:

• Antenna measurements
• PIM measurements
• Reception measurements with Site Master
• RF cable measurements and acceptance measurements in

the areas of radio, tunnel radio, in-house, UHF and VHF
• Propagation measurements

RHÄTICOM is specialised in cable measurement
for passive intermodulation in Swiss tunnels

PIM SIGNALS IN TUNNELS 1717
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IoTDeviceTesting

Assuring IoTDevice

What is the best thing to do
after a customer planning to develop and

manufacture IoT devices and products has decided
which wireless communications standard to adopt

for those devices and products?

- Smart watches connected via Blue‐
tooth® to the wearer’s smartphone
using a 4G LTE connection can
connect to the Internet to send infor‐
mation (number of steps and distan‐
ce walked, cardiogram) from sensors
in the smart watch to a data center,
enabling people with diet and other
health concerns to improve their life‐
style using these data.

Various types of wireless communi‐
cations are used by IoT, including LTE
Cat-M, NB-IoT, wireless LAN (Wi-Fi,
WLAN) , Bluetooth and many more .

Customers developing and manufac‐
turing IoT devices and products must
choose the best wireless communi‐
cations matching the features of the
product under development.

The key elements in choosing the wi‐
reless communications method are
communications distance, power
consumption, and communications
speed. For example, power con‐
sumption is an important factor in a
battery-powered IoT product requi‐
red to operate for year-long periods
without changing the battery.

IoT is expected to see widespread
adoption in many fields, starting with
automotive and spreading into smart
homes, smart buildings, manufactu‐
ring and industrial plants, medicine
and healthcare, safety and security,
insurance, transport, energy, distri‐
bution, agriculture HEMS, smart me‐
ters (water, electricity, gas), etc. Re‐
cent services using IoT devices and
products include AI speakers, smart
watches, smart meters, security ca‐
meras, and more.

In addition, the appearance of next-
generation 5G communications, fea‐
turing fast and large capacity, low la‐
tency, and multi-connectivity is ex‐
pected to drive even more explosive
growth of IoT.

In the IoT market, connection of
many “things” (IoT devices and pro‐
ducts) to the Internet will use wireless
communications to collect data from
either standalone or built-in sensors
which will then be sent via the Internet
to data centers for AI-based analysis
with the analysis results returned via
the Internet to other IoT devices and
products, smartphones, tablets, etc..

Some recent applications are descri‐
bed below;

- AI speakers connected by wireless
LAN (Wi-FI�WLAN) to the Internet
can stream music from the Internet
to listeners. In this case, the listener’s
music preference history can be sa‐
ved in a database for analysis by AI
to recommend other music matching
the listener’s taste.

Due to the next-generation 5G communications featuring
high-speed and large capacity, low latency, and multi-
connectivity, we can expect 5G-based IoT services and

applications to spread into many fields, such as
automotive, remote monitoring of heavy machinery, ultra-
high-definition video streaming, tele-presence at sports

events and many more.

ASSURING IOT

Anritsu has key strengths for this type
of IoT market background.

- Wide product line covering cellular
to WLAN and Bluetooth, including
3G, 4G�NB-IoT, Cat-M) and 5G
- Long experience and high techno‐
logy levels in Signalling and Direct
modes for cellular, WLAN, Bluetooth,
of fruitful partnerships with well-
known chip makers.

- Support for OTA testing in partner‐
ship with large makers of RF cham‐
bers.

Widespread adoption of Anritsu in‐
struments is a reality as approved
test products by key manufacturers,
including makers of chipsets, wire‐
less (radio) modules, and RF cham‐
bers, as well as by test houses.

ANRITSU and YOTAVIS focus on providing test
solutions for the wireless IoT communications

Every sensor and actor connected at any time - this is IoT
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Just image in the future, your
car will connect to the other
ones - but they better do it
fast and with no errors at all…

Technology enbalers of URLLC

End-to-end latency generally
depends on the network
performance and the distance bet‐
ween the server and user equipment.
Both are optimised in 5G to suit
URLLC applications. Hereafter, we
will look at technology enablers in 5G.

5G New radio

The air interface has been optimised
for low latency through flexible nume‐
rology, scheduling optimised for low
latency or uplink grant-free transmis‐
sion. Micro diversity, robust control
channels and HARQ enhancements
are importance in boosting reliability.

With a new numerology, the subcar‐
rier spacing can be changed from
15kHz to 240kHz, with greater spa‐
cing resulting in shorter symbol dura‐
tion and thus reduced scheduling in‐
tervals. Scheduling algorithms further
reduce the transmission latency,
thanks to the ability to schedule mini-
slots. To avoid delays caused by re‐
questing resources for transmission,
uplink grant-fee transmission can be
used.

Micro diversity uses multiple anten‐
nas on the receiver and transmitter
side, creating separate spatial signal
propagation paths and preventing
single link failure. To ensure reliability,
work was done to ensure robust con‐
trol channels with low error rate: NR
is introducing novel coding and using
low modulation and coding scheme
(MCS) for their transmissions. The re‐
petition mechanism, HARQ is enhan‐
ced to reduce latency and increase
reliability by pre-allocating resources
for retransmissions.

Interested in a demo? Contact us!

URLLC use cases

There are a number of applications that will make
good use of URLLC, including:

Augmented/virtual reality & tactile interaction lets
people experience an artificially created reality or
provides additional information, using a real world
overlay. Already used in the entertainment industry,
the technology is also being developed for indus‐
trial applications, such as warehouse management
and on site repairs, and could also cover critical
applications, for instance, augmented surgery.

Transportation will also benefit from URLLC, as au‐
tonomous vehicles start to replace human drivers.
Efficiency and safety will improve as vehicles and
infrastructure make use of sophisticated sensors,
artificial intelligence and near instantaneous com‐
munication. The main benefit of low latency is seen
in remote driving and sensor sharing.

Electricity distribution is being improved by smart
grids, which uses communication capabilities to
achieve better power balancing and to detect and
mitigate faults.

Motion control encompasses machine tools, prin‐
ting and packaging machines. URLLC is expected
to control moving and rotating parts of machinery
in a synchronised manner, enabling high efficiency.

URLLC standardisation

Early steps towards URLLC were taken by 3GPP
with Release 15 – the first full set of 5G standards
The New Radio (NR) interface was defined with a
latency of 1ms and a reliability of 99.999%. Howe‐
ver, the non-standalone architecture (NSA) meant
that the core network and the radio signalling must
rely on LTE, thus failing to meet URLLC end-to-
end delay requirements.

With 3GPP Release 16, a new end-to-end 5G
architecture is defined: standalone (SA). With its
own 5G core, it can now operate without LTE and
offers two important capabilities: network slicing
and Multi-access or Mobile Edge Computing .

Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Commu‐
nication (URLLC) is key for applicati‐
ons such as Smart Factory/Industrial
automation, autonomous vehicles,
medical, and Multiple Access Edge
Computing (MEC) linking Data Cen‐
ters to 5G Mobile Access.

5G URLLC are aimed at services with
stringent requirements for latency &
availability. 5G mobile networks sup‐
porting URLLC must provide low la‐
tency, with minimum packet loss or
packets arriving out of order. The
ITU-R (International Telecommunica‐
tion Union Radiocommunication
Sector) specifies one-way latency of
1ms for the user plane.

We can define URLLC by decompo‐
sing the acronym and looking at the
requirements: the Ultra Reliability re‐
quirement, ranging from between
99.99% for process monitoring to
99.999999% for industrial robots (en‐
compassing both transmission loss
and packet reordering, with both
needing to be as low as possible);
and the end-to-end Low Latency

Communication requirements, ran‐
ging from under 0.5ms to 50ms on
the application layer, and under 1ms
on the 5G radio interface.

Whenever there is a
new technology like
5G, there are new
acronyms to learn -
this one you should
know, as it may
impact your life!

WHAT IS
„URLLC“
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Engineers often use VNAs to test RF/µW
shielding and propagation on large
vehicles. Typically, the configuration
requires very long test port cables to
reach around the vehicles. At the

distances required for these tests, coax
cables introduce insertion loss and
phase instability so significant that

different transmission media (such as
optical cabling) must be used to enable

S-parameter measurements.

Once installed, fully characterizing
long RF/µW cables with vector S-pa‐
rameter measurements creates a
connection challenge between a tra‐
ditional VNA and the widely spaced
cable ends. The interconnect cables
required to attach the VNA ports to
the cable under test adds significant
insertion loss and phase instability to
the measurements over the distan‐
ces involved. Cable replacement due
to wear-and-tear adds considerable
expense to the test setup, as well.

The figures shows how to conduct
cable measurements on ships and
aircraft using the Anritsu ShockLi‐
ne™ ME7868A VNA. As depicted,
the portable port modules connect
directly to the cable under test.

Large vehicles, such as aircrafts,
ships, and trains, rely on advanced
wireless technology for communica‐
tions, systems control, and sensor
interconnects. Successful operation
of these systems on large commerci‐
al and military vehicles requires inter‐
ference mitigation. Often, vector net‐
work analyzers (VNAs) are used to
ensure signal transmission. As a spe‐
cial solution proposal, we explain
how VNAs can ensure systems on
large vehicles operate according to
specification.

Interference can be caused by nu‐
merous devices. Laptops, electronic
games, and mobile devices are com‐
mon examples. There are also nefa‐
rious acts designed to intentionally
create interference. Autopilot dis‐
connects, erratic indicators, and ve‐
hicles veering off course are potential
consequences that may be caused
by interference.

Testing Cabling on Large Vehicles

RF/µW cabling is used throughout
modern vehicles. Checking cable
phase and magnitude performance
over frequency becomes more im‐
portant – and challenging. This is
especially true as systems used in
larger vehicles are increasingly sophi‐
sticated and complex, and connecti‐
ons between different parts of the ve‐
hicle are often well over several
meters in length.

How do you measure cable and antenna performance
on large installations like aircrafts, ships or trains ?

SPECIAL SOLUTIONS

Anritsu showed the leading edge of
5G Connected Impact, delivering
testing and monitoring solutions
across the telecoms eco-system and
industry verticals. The test and mea‐
surement solutions cover the full ran‐
ge of devices, base-station and ac‐
cess networks, data centres and
core networks, and across the full life
cycle of R&D, certification, producti‐
on, and installation/maintenance.

5G Network Slicing for Automotive
V2X with dSPACE is of high interest-
at the booth, both companies were
demonstrating Advanced Intersecti‐
on Collision Warning (AICW) showing
how sensor information from outside
the vehicle can be obtained, allowing
the vehicle to detect the risk of an
intersection collision and alert the dri‐
ver accordingly.
See you there next year 2023?

What a feeling to meet customers ‘live’ at
Mobile World Congress in Barcelona !

ANRITSU booth at MWC 2022 - picture taken by Stefan Junker
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